
020-0030 ROADBOOK HOLDER RB-XL

Contains:
1 x Roadbook holder XL
1 x Assembly material:

2 x Clamp 10-14
4 x Screw dome head M5x12
4 x Nylock nut M5
4 x Washer large M5
4 x Washer M5

ATTENTION!  Roadbook holder cover is hard to open when holder is not installed on bike.  Be careful when 
opening it! It’s easier and less dangerous when holder is mounted on the bike.

Roadbook holder in DIN A4 Format
Roadbook holder XL format allows the use of DIN A4 paper.  You can print direction directly on paper and use 
them in the Roadbook holder XL
- Use for all notes along route
- Measurements 245 x 130 x 55mm
- Rugged aluminum construction
- Width of paper up to 210mm (8.25”)
- Cover can be opened without tools
- Manual operation
- Rubber band drive runs both spools simultaneously
- Universal fit for most motorcycles and other vehicles

Optional
- Can be outfitted with optional LED-lighting (025-0021)

Installation
Remove the cover of the roadbook holder by simply pulling it up and off on one edge.  Be careful not to 
damage the cover and yourself  this is easier then when holder is secured on the bike.
Install the supplied clamps on the bottom of the Roadbook holder XL with supplied dome head screws M5x12, 
large washers M5 inside the roadbook, M5 washers and M5 nylock nuts on the outside.
Clamps fit 12mm / 1/2inch tubular bar.

Operation
- Pull the protective film off the cover of the roadbook holder
- Carefully pull the cover lip over the edge of the roadbook holder and remove the cover 
- Slide paper (text up, end of directions) from under lower top bar (A)
- Attach the end of your roadbook on the lower rear (rotating) roll with tape for example (B)
- Wind your roadbook on the lower roll
- Slide paper other end (beginning of directions) over upper top bar (C)
- Leave paper little loose and secure the other end of roadbook on the upper rear (rotating) roll (D)
- Carefully press the cover back on the roadbook holder

ATTENTION!  Roadbook holder is not waterproof! C
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These instructions are at our present level of knowledge.  Legal requirements for correctness do not exist.  Technical issues subject to change.


